Influencer Marketing Solution

Overview:
Social media has brought in a sea change in the way people make their purchasing decisions. The stark
shift in the balance of power between brands and consumers is possible in these times because of the
various social media platforms that act as gigantic megaphones for the voice of the customer, a key in
marketing. Influencer marketing has fast becoming a norm in marketing these days owing to purchase
decisions inspired by peer recommendations and their amplification though social media.
This was the basis of the work that Mindfire Solutions has been doing for our client, a technology
company providing marketing services to help brands spread their message. It specializes in influencer
based digital marketing campaigns that can be shared across various social media platforms (viz.
Instagram, YouTube, Facebook etc.).
This application rests on three pillars i.e. Influencer Selection, Content Creation and Reporting. It also
has a unique Ranking feature which helps to find the right influencer on individual social media
platforms. Initially, this project was carried out to analyze the engagements and users’ activity on a
particular brand’s Instagram account. The application allowed the companies/brands to create their
own account (admin account). Using the mobile app, users can publish the approved and scheduled
media on Instagram The application would pull all recent media and its engaged users for each
registered Instagram account periodically and subsequently, the data (number of likes, comments and
engagements) is presented in a report.

Client details:
Name: Confidential | Type: Media & Entertainment | Location: USA

Technologies:
Ruby on Rails, React, React Native, MySQL, Google Cloud Platform
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Project Description:
Our client who operates in the Advertising and Social Media domain approached us with a concept
wherein Influencers who are active on social media and have a large number of followers would actually
help drive traffic via various social media platforms for particular brands. With increasing popularity of
Instagram and larger usage of smart phones and tablets, Instagram based influencer marketing has a
great future. Our clients wanted to tap into this huge potential and make a ready solution for brands to
evaluate their campaigns. A complex algorithm that connected influencer popularity, number of
followers, quality of content shared gave rise to an innovative tool that helped to prioritize influencers
and campaigns effectively.
Mindfire Solutions and the client collaborated to develop a novel and robust product that we are all
proud of. The software development process proceeded in scheduled stages and subsequently worked
upon to produce a scalable solution. While the entire system was built on RoR framework, the first
requirement was that of an iOS app. The mobile app development team developed this app that works
in tandem with the web application. The users can sign in with the same credentials as they use in the
web application. There is a profile section which displays the Instagram accounts that are linked with
that particular account which were added using Campaign web application.
The user/admin can create the content by submitting a photo (either by clicking a photo using the
camera or by choosing the photo from the camera roll/saved albums). They can also schedule the
content by specifying the scheduled date and time. When the content is submitted, it is set for a
scheduled date. When the due date and time arrive, the content can be seen in the post section. The
user/admin can post the content to Instagram by swiping right in the post section. The user/admin can
delete or edit the content created by them in both the sections (Content and Post).The administrator at
the backend facilitates all the administrator tasks including campaign/brand story management, user
management, Content Approval/Rejection, Analytics Tracking, Payment for influencers and Influencers
Management. It also acts as an API backend for the mobile application. The general flow of a campaign
starts from creating a campaign & brand story, then inviting influencers for the campaign, accepting the
content from them for approval and marking them good to post. Finally the influencer has to post the
content (media and caption) to their Instagram account, which will trigger a background job on server to
track the media id from Instagram and starts downloading the engagements for the media.
The application allows the companies/brands to create their own account (admin account). Also the
Company’s admin can add multiple users such as community manager and senior community manager
who can access the same company account with some restricted permissions. The application is used to
pull out all recent media and its engaged users for each registered Instagram account periodically. Based
on the Instagram accounts media data and engaged user data, the application shows various charts. Also
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there is another section in the application which allows the users to upload media for various Instagram
accounts and schedule the time to publish the media on Instagram.

The application also has several web services which are used by a mobile app. In order to be more
targeted in their approach, companies can make use of a ranking system that rates the influencers on
the basis of the number of followers, subject matter expertise on specific brands, influencer popularity
and quality of shared content. Through the mobile app the users can publish the approved and
scheduled media on Instagram. After the media is published on Instagram, the data (number of likes,
comments and engagements) related to the Instagram media collected and the effectiveness of a
campaign is measured via graphical representations

Architecture:
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Illustration showing the various components of the User Engagement Analyzer
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Screenshots

Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2

Screenshot 3

Screenshot 4
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